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MEDIA RELEASE
Kuala Lumpur, 28 November 2019, Thursday

MISC BAGS TRIPLE SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS AWARDS
MISC Berhad’s (MISC) consistent efforts in driving sustainability in the maritime industry was
recently recognised at the Sustainable Business Awards 2019 which was held on 26 November
2019 in Kuala Lumpur. MISC ranked ahead of 33 companies as the Best in the categories of
Business Responsibility and Ethics as well as United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN
SDGs), with a Special Recognition in Strategy and Sustainability Management.
The Sustainable Business Awards series across South East Asia recognises companies for their
outstanding performance on environmental and social sustainability, highlighting their successes
and providing others with examples of best practices that can be emulated and replicated. The
awards series was organised by Global Initiatives, an organisation with programmes conducted
across 30 countries seeking to advance partnerships in driving change for a better future. The
National Advisory Panel is made up of senior representatives from various businesses, academia,
NGOs, regulatory and media, to question and provide qualitative perspectives on the entries and
scoring results.
Mr. Yee Yang Chien, President/Group CEO of MISC Berhad said “We are grateful that our efforts
in promoting business responsibilities and ethics have been recognised. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank the MISC Board for being part of the driving force in our unwavering
commitment to uphold the highest standards of governance and best practices.”
Mr. Yee added “We are also honoured that our efforts in promoting sustainability have been also
recognised in two ways, the special recognition for strategy and sustainability management,
coupled with being recognised as being the best in the UN SDGs. I humbly say that we have much
to do and we feel that we are only getting started. To be recognised will only spur us to do even
more. And as one of the largest shipping groups in the world, we believe our scale and influence
offers us a voice from Malaysia to drive sustainability on a global scale for the international maritime
industry.”
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Mr. Yee Yang Chien, President/Group CEO (fifth from left) together with the MISC team at the Sustainable
Business Awards 2019. Joining Mr. Yee at the awards are (from left to right) :
Ms. Shanni Muthiah, Head of Group Corporate Communications, Mr. Emran Othman, Vice President of
Corporate Planning, Capt. Raja Sager, MD & CEO of Eaglestar, Ms. Evelyn Chee, Head of Sustainability,
Mr. Yee Yang Chien, Mr. Iwan Azlan Mokhtar, Vice President of Human Resource, Capt. Sachithananthan
Atmalingam, Head Group HSSE and Ms. Alira Ayob, Manager (Environment), Group HSSE.

- END About MISC Berhad
MISC Berhad (MISC), was incorporated in 1968 and is a world leading provider of international energy related
maritime solutions and services. The principal businesses of the Group comprise energy shipping and its
related activities, owning and operating offshore floating solutions, marine repair and conversion, engineering
and construction works, integrated marine services, port and terminal services as well as maritime education
and training.
As of 30 June 2019, MISC Group’s fleet consists of more than 100 owned and in-chartered Liquefied Natural
Gas (LNG), Petroleum and Product vessels, 14 Floating Production Systems (FPS) as well as 2 LNG Floating
Storage Units (FSUs). The fleet has a combined deadweight tonnage (dwt) capacity of approximately 16
million tonnes.
We take pride in our asset and service reliability, commitment to uphold the highest standards of Health,
Safety and Environment (HSE), fostering a culture of excellence amongst our employees, operating
responsibly and caring for the environment as well as making a positive difference to the communities in
which we operate.
MISC Group is a proud member of ‘Getting to Zero Coalition’ committed to developing zero-emission vessels
by 2030. The Coalition is a powerful alliance of more than 70 public and private organizations that will lead
the push for international shipping’s decarbonisation.
Since 2014, we have been a proud constituent of the FTSE4Good Bursa Malaysia Index, a testament to our
sustainability performance and strong Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) practices.
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Issued on behalf of MISC Berhad by the Group Corporate Communications (GCC) Department of
MISC Berhad. For media inquiries, please contact :
Shanni Muthiah
Head
Group Corporate Communications
MISC Berhad
Tel : +603-2275 2224

or

Email : shanni.muthiah@miscbhd.com

Maisara Noor Ahmad
Manager, External Communications
Group Corporate Communications
MISC Berhad
Tel : +603-2275 3496
Email : maisara.noorahmad@miscbhd.com
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